Case Study
MATRIX CAPITAL LIMITED

MEETING ROOM TOUCH SCREEN

Project Overview
Matrix Capital are
Planners located in
countryside.

award winning Financial
the beautiful Shropshire

Within their meeting room, they had a TV mounted on
the wall connected to an external mini PC within a
desk unit and back to their server which allowed
them to access and discuss files with their clients.
They wanted to upgrade to a more flexible
interactive touch screen which would allow better
interaction with the files such as annotating over
programmes and saving these for future reference.

Note: Room toi be decorated and lamp and picture to left of screen being re-positioned centralise to new table

LOCATION

DATE

PHOENIX STATUS

Monkhopton,
Shropshire

8th August 2018

Accredited SupplierW

NET VALUE

MAIN EQUIPMENT

£ 5,290.95 net

- 55" CleverTouch Pro . Logitech camera

Project Details
Following the initial site meeting, it was decided that the best option was the CleverTouch Pro interactive touch
screen, the 55" being perfect for the size of room. The android element would allow them to walk up to the screen and
immediately use it as an interactive flip chart with unlimited pages and the ability to not only change annotations and
add clippings from external material, but save and recall them for later reference. The slide-in OPS PC meant they
could connect to their server and access their windows based programmes, again with the ability to annotate over the
top. These could also be save and recalled for updating and reference.
Within the table, a central cubby had power points installed as well as an HDMI Cable link to the screen. However the
built in CleverShare devices, part of the CleverTouch Pro solution, also means they and their guests can connect any
laptop or wireless BYOD device to the screen for single or up to 4 screen shares at any time.
As they were considering further use of video conferencing to hold meetings with their clients, the Logitech Meetup
video conferencing camera was also installed under the screen. This works extremely well with the CleverTouch and
offers excellent video and audio collaboration.
" From start to finish, Dennis has always been very professional. He is always very polite and very knowledgeable of the products best suited to our requirements.
I would recommend Phoenix AV Solutions Ltd to anyone looking to upgrade their audio visual equipment"
*** Jackie Killen : Practice Manager ***

We may be small, but we make a big impact

